
1 Respondents

2017 64

2020 56

There has been a decline in the number of respondents of 12.5%.

56 is 13% of the current (2018) official estimate of the population (427).

2 Age Range

Range 2017 2017% 2020 2020%

0 - 15 5 7.8 11 19.6

16 - 24 9 14.1 4 7.1

25 - 34 1 1.6 1 1.8

35 - 54 27 42.2 17 30.4

55 - 64 20 31.3 21 37.5

65 - 74 38 59.4 33 58.9

75+ 20 31.3 14 25.0

Unfortunately the age bands in our survey - inherited from previous surveys - does not match up

to the breakdown provided by the UK Office for National Statistics given below.

Age Population

0 to 9 36

10 to 19 33

20 to 29 36

30 to 39 29

40 to 49 39

50 to 59 77

60 to 69 68

70 to 79 77

80 plus 32

The official figures show that most of our population is over 40 and the age of our respondents

agrees with that.  However even given that we seem to have fewer responses from the under 40s 

than the breakdown would suggest.  Therefore we must bear in mind that our results will not

represent the under 40s as well as those over 40.



3 Other questions about you

Only 40 of the respondents told us whether they lived in Chillerton or Gatcombe, and of those only 5 replied Gatcombe.

Therefore any responses referring specifically to Gatcombe come from a tiny sample.

Percentage of those answering question

2017 2020

Attends Parish Council meetings 21 23

Would consider becoming a Parish Councillor 5 8

Family use Play Area 17 23

Internet used at home 78 94

These four questions are fairly random.  There seems to be a slight but possibly not significant

increase in interest in the work of the Parish Council.  The answer that there are eight respondents who

would consider becoming a Parish Councillor is very hopeful for the future.

The increase in families using the Play Area up to nearly a quarter of respondents suggests that our

investment there is being used.

Internet use has jumped and is closing in on universal coverage.  That has implications for future

dissemination of information.

4 Things you like

2017 2017% 2020 2020%

Walking / wildlife / Countryside / Views 44 69 40 71

Good people / community spirit/ friendly 35 55 40 71

Peace and Quiet 61 95 35 63

Being central / near Newport 15 23 15 27

Footpaths 0 0 10 18

Community Activities 3 5 8 14

Lack of traffic/ through traffic 2 3 3 5

Safe environment 1 2 3 5

School 3 5 2 4

Dark Skies 2 3 2 4

Gallybagger 0 0 2 4

Limited Development 1 2 1 2

Wildness 1 2 1 2

Good land for gardening 1 2 0 0

Free Water 1 2 0 0

Church 2 3 0 0

Quarterly Newsletter 1 2 0 0
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This chart expresses the number of mentions of a liked thing as a percentage of total respondents over two surveys, 2017 (blue) and 2020 (orange).

They are arranged in decreasing order of mentions in the 2020 survey.

The order of mentions is broadly compatible between the two surveys.  However, there is a sharp drop in 'Peace and Quiet'  and significant increases in

Community Spirit', 'Footpaths' and 'Community Activities'.

It is possible that the increase in the two Community measures may be a result of an increase in community activities over the last three years.  The increase in

Footpaths may relate to work by the Parish Council on improving and maintaining our footpaths. However these are not proven causal effects.
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5 Things you don't like

2017 2017% 2020 2020%

Parking / parking on yellow lines outside school / traffic at school 16 25 22 39

Public transport problems 15 23 17 30

Dangerous driving / traffic too fast 15 23 15 27

No shop 9 14 12 21

No pavement 6 9 10 18

Dog mess / noise from hunt dogs 7 11 5 9

Shooting Parties 1 2 5 9

No pub/ social meeting place/ 1 2 4 7

Mud on roads/footpath churned up 16 25 2 4

Bus stop/shelter/crossing 0 0 2 4

Church parking/litter 5 8 1 2

Drains /Drainage / Flooding 3 5 1 2

Bonfires 1 2 1 2

Lack of mobile library 0 0 1 2

Slow internet 0 0 1 2

Flouting of planning regs 0 0 1 2

Loss of rural simplicity 0 0 1 2

No disabled entrance to Gallybagger 0 0 1 2

Landowners causing loss of wild species 0 0 1 2

Scarecrow Festival 0 0 1 2

Lack of welcome to newcomers 0 0 1 2

Unkempt lawns 0 0 1 2

Not much for young people 0 0 1 2

Inconsiderate landowners 2 3 0 0

Organisations not working together 2 3 0 0

Bad neighbours 2 3 0 0

Inadequate speed limits 2 3 0 0

Noisy gardeners 1 2 0 0

Poor broadband 1 2 0 0

Poor mobile signal 1 2 0 0

Blind bend at church 1 2 0 0

Expensive Council Tax 1 2 0 0

Not enough people organising activity 1 2 0 0

Too much attention and money wasted on speeding 1 2 0 0

Scarecrow Festival 1 2 0 0

School 1 2 0 0



There are quite a few changes that look significant in your dislikes since 2017.  Large increases are therefore:

Parking and traffic at the school.  Despite work on traffic markings etc over the last three years this is increasingly seen as a problem and remains the biggest dislike.

Public transport problems. You are increasingly unhappy about the provision of public transport.

Dangerous and excessively fast driving through the village.

The lack of a shop.

The lack of a pavement.  The increase in this one may be linked to the increase in unhappiness about dangerous driving.

There is a big jump in unhappiness about shooting parties, possibly linked to the large increase in the number taking place in the Parish.

The lack of a pub has a significant increase as does dissatisfaction with bus stops or crossings.
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There are noticeable decreases in dissatisfaction for:

Mud on the road and churned up footpaths

Church parking and litter

Drainage and flooding

There is a little twitch downwards for a dislike of dog mess and noise from Hunt dogs, and this despite recent controversy in Gatcombe.  However

refer back to my caveat about the small size of the Gatcombe sample.

6 Ranking of objectives

In this section you were invited to rank a series of objectives.  You ranked the same objectives back in 2017.

In the following analyis I have scored a high as 5, a medium as 4, a low as 2 and a very low as 1.  For comparison I have done the same for the 2017 figures.

I have then multiplied the 2020 score by 64/56 to adjust them to account for response size.

2017 score 2020 score Adjusted 2020 score

Retention of peaceful rural environment 315 269 307

Improvement of road safety - reducing speed 270 239 273

Improvement of road safety - extension of pavements 245 217 248

Retain School 244 183 209

Improve public / community transport 251 144 165

Provision of additional housing 162 125 143

These scores have stayed fairly steady with the most noteable change being a considerable drop in "Improve public / 

community transport". "Retain School" has also dropped somewhat.
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7 Other objectives

A number of other objectives were highlighted.  I have grouped these by subject matter.

Associated with the traffic issues outside the school

Extend double yellow lines from school past Spring Cottages

Restrictive parking during day from Old Post Office to Brook Lane

Parking restrictions in Main Road (bend by stream)

Speed restriction through Village

Not practical or safe to have  school

This is a further expression that many of you feel strongly about the traffic situation outside the school and in the village generally.

It is the single largest issue that has been raised.

Associated with the countryside around the village

Improve access to countryside

Prevention of farmers ploughing up footpaths

Maintain large fields not kept down by farmers

Flooding and field mud especially at the Barns

Protection of village from overdevelopment

Footpath where join Main Road are very muddy

Other subjects

Parish Directory updated

Matting in play area slippery and dangerous

Younger support for village activities

Village memorial for those lost in battle

Community shop/café

Improve bus stop at Barns/repair sign 

Promote inclusion attitude for all residents

Central parking area

Younger support for village activities is deperately needed to keep all the current events listed below going.

If you do not currently assist in running any of them please consider doing so!



8 Current Events that are important

Annual Flower Show 15

Village Market 15

Gallybagger 15

Scarecrow Festival 14

Folk nights 4

French group 4

Keep fit 2

CGCA 2

Beer and Buses 2

Pop up Pub 1

Quiz 1

Woodwind group 1

Church services 1

Christmas Events 1

One off events with volunteering opps 1

Some of these events actually belong together.  The CGCA is actually responsible now for the Gallybagger, Scarecrow Festival,

Folk Nights and Beer and Buses.  With a total score of 37 this is a huge portion of the events that people value.  

9 Additional facilities needed

Shop 25

Pub 3

Restaurant or tea room 2

Outdoor gym accessible to all possibly outside VH 1

Walking group 1

Pavement extension 1

Youth Club 1

Environment nature group 1

Education sessions (Chillerton wildlife conservation) 1

Afternoon coffee club 1

Newspaper delivery 1

List of reasonably priced tradesmen 1

Village apple press for loan 1

Disabled access to Reading Room 1

Improve internet speeds 1

Knitting and stitching session 1

The big score here is a shop.  The lack of one features earlier in the survey.  It is probably also the hardest one to achieve.

The next question should perhaps be to ask whether what is desired is a physical building or the products that could be supplied

by a service such as that provided by Milk & More who deliver goods to the doorstep.



10 Suggested events / activities

Fun singing group or friendly choir

Dancing group/language groups

Play reading/drama group

Twinning group

First Aid

Coach trips

Swimming pool hour at local pool

Classic car show

Plant more trees

More informal music nights, folk night too noisy to talk

Short tennis in school hall

School involved in village show

Most of these just need someone to organise them.  The village has the infrastructure to support many of them (not

a swimming pool!) in the Village Hall and Reading Room.

11 Events you might like to run

Revive the book club

Community lunch for new residents

Something involving music

Discussion group

20 questions team

For these the person willing to run them should come and talk to the Parish Council or the CGCA, both of whom would be

delighted to help.


